7.0 Alternative Alignment Analysis
7.1

“No Project” Alternative

Due to requirements for a north-south arterial in the Variance Agreement, the "no-build"
alternative was not considered feasible and was not included as one of the alternatives.

7.2

Transportation System Management

Transportation System Management (TSM) activities include improvements such as separate
turn lanes, traffic signal timing optimization, and updated signing to improve traffic safety and
mobility. TSM improvements were not considered as part of this study due to the requirements
in the Variance Agreement for a new north-south roadway.

7.3

Study Alternatives

The CR 2209 corridor has been divided into three segments - North, Central, and South. Figure
2.4.1 displays these segments and their relationship to existing and future developments. The
North segment of CR 2209 (Racetrack Road to CR 2209) will be constructed as part of Durbin
Crossing. This improvement consists of constructing a four-lane roadway with curb and gutter
and a 24'-wide median in 150' of right-of-way. As part of Johns Creek, the intersection of CR
210 and CR 2209 was completed in 2004. A four-lane, 1,100-long stub in 150' of right-of-way
was constructed south of CR 210 as part of this improvement. The Central segment begins at
this stub, where four alignment alternatives were examined. Figures 7.3.1, 7.3.2, and 7.3.3
display the alternatives considered.
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7.3.1

Central Segment

A 110'-wide utility easement is located along the east side of existing CR 2209. This easement
extends three miles south before turning westward and is owned by Florida Power and Light
Company. For approximately one mile south of the existing pavement stub, all four alternatives
are concurrent with each other and are located adjacent to the utility easement. In order to
minimize impacts to the utility easement, two normal crown reverse curves with radii of 15,000'
(separated by an approximate 100' tangent) transition the alignment to an offset of 125' from the
western border of the utility easement. The northernmost point of tangency is located at the end
of the existing pavement stub. A 125' westward offset of the centerline allows for a right-of-way
width of 250' without longitudinal encroachment onto the easement with the exception of the first
2870' south of CR 210. For this distance, a reduction in the 250' right-of-width is necessary to
eliminate impacts to the utility easement and a number of power poles, as an electric substation
is located in the southeast corner of the CR 210 / CR 2209 intersection. A 100'-wide easement
for access is located immediately adjacent and west of the utility easement and extends
approximately 5000' south of the existing pavement stub. This easement is now encompassed
by the proposed roadway right-of-way.
FPL Utility Easement South of CR 210
All four alignments eventually cross the utility easement and impact one or more power poles.
Both Alternatives 1 and 4 avoid impacts to Lake Catherine to the east and an existing
conservation easement and wetland system to the west. Alternatives 2 and 3 impact either the
lake or the conservation easement but cross Leo Maguire Parkway at a more desirable angle.
However, both Alternatives 2 and 3 are located within 400' of the existing intersection of Leo
Maguire and the entrance roadway to Glen St. Johns.
Crossing of Trout Creek Tributary
Just south of Leo Maguire Parkway, a tributary of Trout Creek drains westward across the four
alternatives. The tributary is comprised of a floodplain and wetland system approximately 800'
wide and 7' deep from top of bank to bottom of channel. A conservation easement has also
been designated across this drainage system. Conversations with the St. Johns River Water
Management District have indicated that a wildlife crossing is desired at this location. An 800'long bridge is anticipated and will be examined further in the design phase of this project.
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All four alternatives cross the Trout Creek tributary at varying angles of skew, with Alternative 1
having the most severe skew angle and longest structure requirement. Alternatives 2 and 3
cross the tributary on a tangent, while Alternatives 1 and 4 cross with radii of 3,500' and 7350',
respectively. Alternatives 1 and 3 seek to minimize impacts to wetlands within the corridor
connected to the Trout Creek tributary.
Rayland Tract
Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 were developed and examined within the designated 1000'-wide
corridor specified in the Northwest Sector Plan. The property owned by the Rayland Company,
highlighted in red on Figure 7.1, is proposed to become a wetland mitigation area held in a
conservation easement.

Originally, Alternative 1 was the preferred alternative across the

Rayland Tract due to the least amount of wetland impacts compared to Alternatives 2 and 3. St.
Johns County negotiated with the property owner and coordinated with the St. Johns River
Water Management District in 2004 to obtain rights to 250' of right-of-way coinciding with
Alternative 4. An exception for locating the alignment outside of the 1000'-wide corridor was
approved by the County. For this reason, Alternative 4 coincides with Alternative 1 north and
south of the Rayland Tract.
SilverLeaf Plantation
As noted in Section 2.4, Silverleaf Plantation is a proposed Development of Regional Impact
(currently under County review) extending from south of Johns Creek to north of International
Golf Parkway. Alternative 2 follows an existing trail road along the wetland system. Alternative
3 follows the existing property lines in order to minimize parcel severances. As a consequence,
the wetland impacts for Alternatives 3 and 4 are higher in this section. Alternatives 1 and 4 are
concurrent with each other and utilize curves with radii of 4000', 3500', and 4000' before turning
with a 1400'-radius curve to set up the approach to the intersection with International Golf
Parkway. Since the property for the planned SilverLeaf Plantation is now controlled by a single
developer, minimizing property severances by following the existing property lines is less critical
than if the individual parcels had unique owners. Consequently, Alternatives 1 and 4 place the
highest priority on minimizing wetland impacts through the Silverleaf Plantation area.
FPL Utility Easement North of International Golf Parkway
Approaching the intersection with International Golf Parkway, all four alternatives cross an
existing 75'-wide Florida Power & Light easement and an access easement owned by St. Johns
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County for access to existing and future well sites. Alternatives 1, 3, and 4 are concurrent with
each other from this point to south of International Golf Parkway. These alternatives avoid
impacts to existing utility poles within the easement, as the closest pole is located 5' from the
western right-of-way line. By contrast, Alternative 2 impacts an existing utility pole while using
the eastern boundary of an existing well site as the control point for the eastern right-of-way line.
Continuing south, the Florida Power & Light easement and adjacent County access easement
turn southward to follow similar bearings as the existing property lines. Using a radius of 1400'
(0.093 superelevation), Alternatives 1, 3, and 4 turn the alignment to roughly parallel the existing
easements. Approximately 2500' north of International Golf Parkway, another vertex exists in
the two easements. At this location, the Florida Power & Light easement is expanded to allow
the placement of guy wires to support two distribution poles. Alternative 2, which severs this
expanded portion of the easement, turns via a 2300'-radius curve and also severs the adjacent
parcel while intersecting International Golf Parkway at a 70 degree angle.
Alternatives 1, 3, and 4 are concurrent in this section, and three alignment variations were
studied along the FPL easement. Since the FPL easement has several vertices along the
western border, placing the eastern right-of-way line adjacent to the primary portion of the
easement results in severing portions of the utility easement or the adjacent private property.
Figures 7.3.4, 7.3.5, and 7.3.6 display the alignment alternatives examined at this location.
Alternative A avoids encroaching on the FPL easement at the expense of severing 5 acres of
property from the adjacent property owner. Two of the 5 acres are utilized by the County as an
access easement. However, with CR 2209 in place as a multi-lane roadway, approximately
2500' of the County access easement is no longer needed, since access can be obtained from
the roadway. Alternative B locates the eastern right-of-way line along the primary portion of the
FPL easement, encroaching 50' into the flared portion of the easement. Under this scenario,
the outermost power pole anchor is 36' inside of the proposed right-of-way. This alternative
would likely result in the relocation of at least one power pole, as the requirements for a
roadside ditch and berm would inhibit the accommodation of a power pole guy wire and anchor.
Alternative C utilizes a slightly more southeasterly bearing to minimize property severances and
impacts to the utility easement.

Under this scenario, the eastern right-of-way boundary

encroaches 13' into the FPL easement but is located approximately 1' from the outermost guy
wire anchor. Approximately 0.9 acres of private property are severed, although this area is un-
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useable since it is part of the County's access easement.

The County has subsequently

approved Alternative C as the alignment preference in this location.
International Golf Parkway to SR 16
Alternatives 1, 3, and 4 intersect International Golf Parkway on a tangent and at a desirable
angle of 75 degrees. Alternative 2 is less desirable with respect to intersection angle and
property severances to parcels north and south of International Golf Parkway.

With an

intersection angle of 65 degrees, Alternative 3 is less desirable than Alternatives 1 and 4.
Alternatives 1 and 4 are concurrent and approach SR 16 with a 2300'-radius curve, intersecting
SR 16 on a tangent at an 80 degree angle. Superelevation transition will be required through
the intersection.
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7.3.2

South Segment

Turnbull Tract
South of SR 16, St. Johns County owns approximately 1,150 acres known as the Turnbull Tract.
With the exception of a 200'-wide right-of-way, the Turnbull Tract will be utilized as both a
wetland mitigation area and County parkland. The Turnbull Tract is comprised of several large
wetland systems draining into Turnbull Creek. Three alignment locations were examined across
the Turnbull Tract, with Alternatives 1 and 4 located concurrently. Prior to crossing Turnbull
Creek, two strips of uplands exist that are preferred for a roadway location. Alternatives 1 and 4
follow an eastern strip of uplands after turning southeasterly via a 5000'-radius curve.
Alternative 2 follows a series of uplands located on the west side of the Turnbull Tract.
Alternative 3 also follows similar uplands as Alternatives 1 and 4 but crosses the Turnbull Tract
utilizing a series of two normal-crown (11,709') reverse curves followed by a short tangent and a
6000'-radius curve. Alternatives 2 and 3 are less desirable with respect to future use of the
Turnbull Tract and impacts to existing wetlands. Alternative 3 is particularly less desirable due
to the close spacing of three curves.
Turnbull Creek Area
Upon crossing Turnbull Creek, the alternatives turn southward to follow Turnbull Creek.
Alternative 1 provides the most separation between the Turnbull Creek wetland system and CR
2209. While this alternative has the least amount of wetland impacts in this area, it has the
most severe property severances. Alternative 3 provides less buffer than Alternative 1, followed
by Alternatives 2 and 4, which are located concurrently. Meetings with the property owner have
indicated a preference to reduce parcel severances. Alternative 2 was therefore adjusted so
that the western right-of-way boundary is approximately 193' east of the existing property line.
Alternative 2 follows the same bearing as the existing property line. A total of 31.6 acres of
property are severed from the adjacent parcel, with approximately 26 acres remaining as
uplands. The Northwest Sector Plan prescribes a 75' buffer on each side of the proposed
roadway, so the severed remnant may be purchased and used as a buffer to the Turnbull Creek
wetland system. Based on this alignment revision, Alternative 4 was transitioned via a 2500'radius curve from its concurrent location with Alternative 1 to a preferred location on Alternative
2.
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Several small tributaries with narrow wetland systems drain into Turnbull Creek.

Between

Alternatives 1 and 4, the difference in wetland impacts is minimal along Turnbull Creek, but
Alternative 4 has significantly fewer acres of property severance.
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 terminate on a tangent along the existing property line at CR 208.
These alternatives minimize impacts to an existing residence located approximately 155' west of
the western right-of-way line. By contrast, Alternative 1 places the eastern right-of-way line
concurrent with the existing property line, staying 33' east of the existing residence.

7.4

Typical Section & Access Management

Chapter 5 explains the lane configurations in opening year 2012, interim years 2017 and 2027,
and design year 2037. Based on the growth of traffic within the study area, the ultimate typical
section is proposed to be phased in over time. Figures 7.4.1, 7.4.2, and 7.4.3 display the
various typical section configurations for the study area. These lane configurations are based
on connections with 9B and an east-west River Crossing connecting I-95 to the east and SR 23
in Clay County.
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Bicycle-Pedestrian Path
One of the requirements in the Northwest Sector Plan is to provide accessibility for pedestrians
and cyclist on roadway projects. The Corridor Report recommended sidewalk on both sides of
the roadway. Since sidewalk is not suitable as a bicycle path, the County's preference is to
combine pedestrians and cyclists on a single facility that meets FDOT policy requirements. The
County's preferred configuration for a bicycle-pedestrian path on CR 2209 is to locate a single
path inside of the western right-of-way line. The path will be outside of the roadway clear zone.
A 12'-wide path is the width used by the Florida Department of Transportation for facilities used
by both pedestrians and cyclists. As can be seen by the existing and future developments on
Figure 2.1 and the wetlands shown on Figure 7.3.2, the majority of commercial and residential
properties will be on the west side of the roadway, making a single path inside the western rightof-way line closer to potential users. A path on the west side of the roadway will minimize the
need for pedestrians and cyclists to cross CR 2209.
General Characteristics & Access Management
From CR 210 to CR 208, the proposed typical section utilizes a swale section within 250' of
right-of-way.

A swale section coincides with a design speed of 60 mph. Since the typical

section will be phased in, the bicycle-pedestrian path should be permanently located near the
western right-of-way line to avoid reconstruction and relocation of the path in the future. An
outside shoulder width of 12' is used, of which 5' are paved, according to Table 2.3.2 of FDOT's
PPM Manual, Volume 1 for arterial roadways An inside shoulder width of 10' is recommended
(2' paved). Table 2.3.2 shows that for three or four lanes in one direction, a median shoulder
width of 12' is desired for high-volume roadways. In order to provide more flexibility with the
median ditch profile and to reduce earthwork costs, a 10' shoulder will allow the foreslope to be
varied to ensure positive drainage of the median ditch. Table 2.1.1 of the PPM shows that a 40'
median is required for arterials with speeds greater than 45 mph.
Table 16 of the Soil Survey for St. Johns County (USDA, 1983) shows that the seasonal high
water elevation is approximately 0 to 12" below the existing ground in the vicinity of the project.
An estimated seasonal high water table of 6" below existing ground has been used in
determining the required roadway fill height above the existing ground.

A standard typical

section for arterials in St. Johns County does not exist, nor is there specified County criteria for
fill height above the seasonal high water. Existing ground elevations in the vicinity of the project
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range between 20 and 30 feet above sea level, and the area is comprised of poorly drained
soils with high water tables.

Table 2.6.3 of the PPM provides minimum clearance of the

roadway base course above the base water elevation. For rural multilane roadways, a minimum
of 3' is required.

In a number of locations on the CR 2209 mainline alignment, such

superelevated areas, this requirement causes the construction limits to exceed the 250' right-ofway width. For this reason, the clearance criteria was reduced to 1' above the seasonal high
water elevation, which is the minimum requirement for an urban facility. However, most of the
mainline pavement exceeds the 3' requirement for rural roadways, since the profile grade line
was generally held several feet above the existing ground. The original recommended width of
200' in the Corridor Report was not sufficient to accommodate the required number of lanes with
a swale section based on the traffic study in Chapter 5.
Most of the mainline CR 2209 profile is flat, with few grades exceeding 0.3%. For this reason,
special ditch profiles will be needed that are independent of the roadway profile grade line. A
nominal ditch depth of 2' with 1:4 foreslopes and backslopes is proposed to meet a 36' clear
zone requirement. The ditch depth will vary depending on the required ditch profile.
CR 210 to River Crossing
In the year 2037, traffic projects show that 8 lanes will be needed between CR 210 and a
proposed River Crossing. For the purposes of this study, a future River Crossing alignment was
assumed to cross CR 2209 south of the Trout Creek tributary and proceed east to I-95.
However, 6 lanes are required within these limits if CR 2209 connects to SR 9B for the design
year. To increase the pavement width from 6 to 8 lanes, Figure 7.4.1 shows that the future
additional lanes should be widened to the outside of the existing pavement. To fit the bicyclepedestrian path within the 250' right-of-way, the foreslope behind the path varies between 1:2 to
1:3.
River Crossing to SR 16
In the 2037 condition, the required 8 lanes taper to 6 lanes and eventually drop to 4 lanes
between International Golf Parkway to SR 16. Through the 6 lane section, a 40' median is
retained.

Although 4 lanes are not required until 2017 up to International Golf Parkway,

constructing 4 lanes initially will lessen traffic congestion and reduce overall cost when the
pavement is widened to 6 lanes as seen in Figure 7.4.2.
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SR 16 to CR 208
The ultimate condition for the section between SR 16 and CR 208 is a 4 lane section within 250'
of right-of-way. This section is proposed to be constructed with a 64' median to accommodate
future widening on the inside.

This configuration should also be considered for the initial

construction between the Outer Beltway and SR 16.

7.5

Evaluation Matrix

Table 7.5.1 shows the Evaluation Matrix for CR 2209. The costs shown are for the ultimate
2037 lane configuration and were computed in 2004 dollars using FDOT unit costs. The costs
also include structures over the Trout Creek tributary, Turnbull Creek, and a tributary to Turnbull
Creek north of CR 208.

A 10% mobilization cost, 15% contingency, and 8% construction

inspection fee were added to the totals of the roadway and structure costs to obtain the final
construction cost.
With all four alternatives, no business or residential relocations are encountered, although the
western right-of-way for Alternative 1 is located approximately 30' from a house at the
intersection of CR 208 and CR 2209. As can be seen, Alternative 4 has the least amount of
wetland impacts with 67.5 acres and the second least impacts to conservation easements with
4.3 acres.

Additional information about the anticipated impacts to natural resources is

contained in Appendix B of this report.
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Table 7.5.1 - Evaluation Matrix

CR 2209 ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION MATRIX
Alternative 1
Alternative 2
Alternative 3
Orange
Green
Blue
1
GENERAL

Criteria

Central South
Length of route (miles)
Wetlands (acres)
Conservation Easements (acres)
Floodplains (acres)
Archeological Sites
Protected Species
Contamination Sites
Severance to Property

7.78

Total Central South

Total Central South

4.10

11.89 7.63
3.92 11.55
ENVIRONMENT
47.0
21.5
68.5
60.1
24.4
84.5
4.4
0.0
4.4
3.7
0.0
3.7
38.0
38.5
76.5
45.5
41.4
86.9
none
none
none
none
none
none
COMMUNITY
Most Disruption
Moderate Disruption

Alternative 4
Black

Total Central South

Total

7.81

4.01

11.68

7.67

4.01

11.68

58.7
9.8
50.1

29.8
0.0
26.3
none
none
none

88.5
9.8
76.4

45.6
4.3
37.4

22.4
0.0
49.1
none
none
none

67.5
4.3
86.5

Minimal Disruption

Least Disruption

Compatibility with Existing &
Future Land Use

Less Compatible

Least Compatible

Less Compatible

Most Compatible

Residential Relocations
Business Disruptions
Utility Involvement
Community Services2

none
none
minimal
none

none
none
minimal
none

none
none
minimal
none

none
none
minimal
none

$61,427,047
$6,142,705
$10,617,930
$7,965,895
$86,153,576

$60,267,125
$6,026,712
$11,451,730
$6,074,940
$83,820,507

Construction
Engineering 10%
Right-of-way Acquisition
Wetland Mitigation4
TOTAL

$60,433,099
$6,043,310
$11,661,896
$6,165,300
$84,303,604

ESTIMATED COST3
$59,881,238
$5,988,124
$10,618,418
$7,608,822
$84,096,602

1

Central Segment = CR 210 to SR 16; South Segment = SR 16 to CR 208;
Schools, Libraries, Fire Stations, Parks
3
Costs are based on 2037 lane configuration; 2004 FDOT unit prices used to compute costs;
4
Costs are based on an average price of $90,000 per acre for wetland mitigation (land and vegetation)
2

7.6

Preferred Alternative

The preferred alternative for CR 2209 is Alternative 4. This alignment utilizes the County's
preferred alignment location across the Rayland Tract and minimizes wetlands north of SR 16.
The intersections of Alternative 4 with International Golf Parkway and SR 16 occur on tangent
sections at optimal angles of 75 and 80 degrees, respectively. Alternative 4 minimizes property
severances and impacts to the existing FPL easement north of International Golf Parkway.
South of SR 16, Alternative 4 follows the County's preferred alignment location on the Turnbull
Tract with respect to future mitigation plans.

Alternative 4 minimizes wetland impacts and

property severances to parcels north of CR 208, terminating along the existing property line to
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provide a 155' buffer between an existing residence and the western right-of-way line. Overall,
Alternative 4 has the least wetland impacts.
The preferred alignment potentially impacts one recorded cultural resource.

The preferred

alignment intersects the Pacetti Lithics archeological site just north of International Golf
Parkway. The Florida State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) has not yet evaluated the
eligibility of this site for listing in the National Registrar of Historic Places.
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